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has been an explosive increase in media data, such
as images, videos and social media in the Internet,
mobile devices, and desktops. Accordingly, the area of big
media data has been attracting a lot of research interest
from both academia and industry. Big media data offers a
promising possibility for in-depth media understanding, as
well as exploring the very big scale media data to bridge the
well-known semantic gap between high-level semantics
and low-level features. It provides richer information, ranging from social relations to context information associated
to rich media data of diverse modalities. It also provides us
the opportunity to mine reliable and helpful knowledge
from big media data for a wide variety of applications.
Big media data is big in terms of various aspects, such as
the number of media items, the dimension of the representation, and the number of concepts, and thus entails a lot of
research challenges. For example, how do the traditional
machine learning algorithms, which have been proven efficient and effective in thousands of data points, scale up to
the web-scale big media data with millions and even billions of items? How is the big media data organized in order
to enable efficient browsing and retrieval? Besides, it is also
important to construct benchmark data to facilitate and validate the newly-developed big-media algorithms.
The first part of this special issue includes three carefully
selected examples of current research trends in big media
data. The contributions cover three themes: large scale similar image search, image search quality improvement, and
semi-supervised multi-label image annotation.
The first paper is “Code Consistent Hashing Based on
Information-Theoretic Criterion” by S. Zhang, J. Liang, R. He,
and Z. Sun. The authors propose a new learning-to-hash
approach, called code consistent hashing, for large scale similar image search. To formulate the problem, they introduce a
new code consistency constraint that leverages discriminative
information, and utilize the Hadamard code that favors an
information-theoretic criterion as the class prototype. Experimental results demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance
in both image retrieval and classification applications.
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In their paper “Exploration of Image Search Results
Quality Assessment,” X. Tian, Y. Lu, N. Stender, L. Yang, and
D. Tao explore the image search results quality assessment
problem and propose a RankSVM-based method to compare
the quality of a set of ranking result lists for a given query.
They design a set of lightweight features that reflect the visual
distribution difference between ranking lists with different
levels of quality. They demonstrate the capacity of their
approach for reranking ability assessment and present several
applications, including reranking feature and model selection, merging of image search results, and query suggestion.
F. Wu, Z. Wang, Z. Zhang, Y. Yang, J. Luo, W. Zhu, and
Y. Zhuang describe, in their paper “Weakly Semi-supervised
Deep Learning for Multi-Label Image Annotation,” a weakly
semi-supervised deep learning method for multi-label image
annotation. They introduce a weakly weighted pairwise ranking loss to handle weakly labeled images, and employ a triplet
similarity loss to harness unlabeled images. They train a deep
convolutional neural network with the goal of minimizing the
two losses with images collected from social networks where
images are either only weakly labeled with multiple labels or
unlabeled. Experimental results show that their approach significantly improves the performance.
We would like to extend our thanks to the authors and the
reviewers for their efforts. We also thank the staff of TBD and
especially Kathy Santa Maria and Leigh Ann Testa for their
help and guidance throughout the publication process.
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